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Abstract
We introduce a dictionary containing forms of common words in various Swiss German dialects normalized into High German. As
Swiss German is, for now, a predominantly spoken language, there is a significant variation in the written forms, even between speakers
of the same dialect. To alleviate the uncertainty associated with this diversity, we complement the pairs of Swiss German - High
German words with the Swiss German phonetic transcriptions (SAMPA). This dictionary becomes thus the first resource to combine
large-scale spontaneous translation with phonetic transcriptions. Moreover, we control for the regional distribution and insure the equal
representation of the major Swiss dialects. The coupling of the phonetic and written Swiss German forms is powerful. We show that
they are sufficient to train a Transformer-based phoneme to grapheme model that generates credible novel Swiss German writings. In
addition, we show that the inverse mapping - from graphemes to phonemes - can be modeled with a transformer trained with the novel
dictionary. This generation of pronunciations for previously unknown words is key in training extensible automated speech recognition
(ASR) systems, which are key beneficiaries of this dictionary.
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1. Introduction
Swiss German refers to any of the German varieties that are
spoken in about two thirds of Switzerland (Samardzˇic´ et
al., 2016). Besides at least one of those dialectal varieties,
Swiss German people also master standard (or ’High’) Ger-
man which is taught in school as the official language of
communication.
Swiss German is varies strongly. Many differences exist
in the dialectal continuum of the German speaking part of
Switzerland. Besides pronunciation, it also varies a lot in
writing. Standard German used to be the exclusive lan-
guage for writing in Switzerland. Writing in Swiss German
has only come up rather recently (notably in text messag-
ing). Because of this, there are no orthographic conventions
for Swiss German varieties. Even people speaking the same
dialect can, and often do, write phonetically identical words
differently.
In this paper, we present a dictionary of written standard
German words paired with their pronunciation in Swiss
German words. Additionally Swiss German spontaneous
writings, i.e. writings as they may be used in text messages
by native speakers, are paired with Swiss German pronun-
ciations.
The primary motivation for building this dictionary is ren-
dering Swiss German accessible for technologies such as
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR).
This is the first publicly described Swiss German dictionary
shared for research purposes. Furthermore, this is the first
dictionary that combines pronunciations of Swiss German
with spontaneous writings.
Figure 1: Six variants of Swiss German chosen for our dic-
tionary. Map by Yves Scherrer and Larissa Schmidt.
2. Related Work
This dictionary complements previously developed re-
sources for Swiss German, which share some common in-
formation. Spontaneous noisy writing has already been
recorded in text corpora (Hollenstein and Aepli, 2014;
Stark et al., 2009 2015; Stark, 2014 ), some of which
are also normalized. These resources contain relatively
large lexicons of words used in context, but they do not
contain any information about pronunciation. The fea-
tures of speech are represented in other resources, such as
(Hotzenko¨cherle et al., 1962 1997; Kolly and Leemann,
2015; Kolly et al., 2014), which, on the other hand, con-
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tain relatively small lexicons (small set of words known to
vary across dialects). The ArchiMob corpus does contain
a large lexicon of speech and writing (Dieth transcription),
but the spoken part is available in audio sources only, with-
out phonetic transcription.
This dictionary is the first resource to combine all the rel-
evant information together. A relatively large lexicon has
been constructed in which phonetic transcriptions (in the
SAMPA alphabet) are mapped to various spontaneous writ-
ings controlling for the regional distribution. Some of the
representations in this dictionary are produced manually,
while others are added using automatic processing.
Automatic word-level conversion between various writings
in Swiss German has been addressed in several projects,
mostly for the purpose of writing normalization (Staub et
al., 1881 ; Stark et al., 2009 2015; Stark et al., 2014;
Lusetti et al., 2018; Ruzsics et al., 2019; Samardzˇic´ et
al., 2015; Samardzˇic´ et al., 2016; Scherrer et al., 2019).
The task of normalization consist of mapping multiple vari-
ants of a single lexical item into a single writing usu-
ally identical to standard German (an example would be
the Swiss German words aarbet and arba¨it which both
map to standard German arbeit (’work’)). Early data sets
were processed manually (SMS). This was followed by
an implementation of character-level statistical machine
translation models (Samardzˇic´ et al., 2015; Scherrer and
Ljubesˇic´, 2016) and, more recently, with neural sequence-
to-sequence technology. The solution by Lusetti et al.
(2018) employes soft-attention encoder-decoder recurrent
networks enhanced with synchronous multilevel decoding.
Ruzsics et al. (2019) develop these models further to inte-
grate linguistic (PoS) features.
A slightly different task of translating between standard
German and Swiss dialects was first addressed with finite
state technology (Scherrer, 2012). More recently, Honnet
et al. (2017) test convolutional neural networks on several
data sets.
We continue the work on using neural networks for mod-
eling word-level conversion. Unlike previous work, which
dealt with written forms only, we train models for map-
ping phonetic representations to various possible writ-
ings. The proposed solution relies on the latest frame-
work for sequence-to-sequence tasks — transformer net-
works (Vaswani et al., 2017).
3. Dictionary Content and access
We pair 11’248 standard German written words with their
phonetical representations in six different Swiss dialects:
Zu¨rich, St. Gallen, Basel, Bern, Visp, and Stans (Figure
1). The phonetic words were written in a modified ver-
sion of the Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alpha-
bet (SAMPA). The Swiss German phonetic words are also
paired with Swiss German writings in the latin alphabet.
(From here onwards, a phonetic representation of a Swiss
German word will be called a SAMPA and a written Swiss
German word will be called a GSW.)
This dictionary comes in two versions as we used two dif-
ferently sized sets of SAMPA characters. Our extended set
including 137 phones allows for a detailed and adequate
representation of the diverse pronunciation in Switzerland.
The smaller set of 59 phones is easier to compute. The
phone reduction was mainly done by splitting up combined
SAMPA-characters such as diphthongs. UI s t r { tt @ and
U I s t r { t t @ for example are both representations of
the Stans pronunciation of the standard German word aus-
treten (’step out’). The latter representation belongs to the
dictionary based on the smaller phoneset. Table 1 shows
an example of five dictionary entries based on the bigger
phoneset.
For a subset of 9000 of 11’248 standard German words,
we have manually annotated GSWs for Visp (9000) and for
Zurich (2 x 9000, done by two different annotators). For a
subsubset of 600 of those standard German words we have
manually annotated GSWs for the four other dialects of St.
Gallen, Basel, Bern, and Stans. The remaining writing vari-
ants are generated using automatic methods described be-
low.
The dictionary is freely available for research purposes un-
der the creative commons share-alike non-commercial li-
cence1 via this website http://tiny.uzh.ch/11X.
4. Construction of the dictionary
In the following we present the steps of construction of our
dictionary, also detailing how we chose the six dialects to
represent Swiss German and how, starting with a list of
standard German words, we retrieved the mapping SAM-
PAs and GSWs.
4.1. Discretising continuous variation
To be able to represent Swiss German by only a few di-
alects which differ considerably it is necessary to discretize
linguistic varieties. Because, as mentioned earlier, regional
language variation in Switzerland is continuous. For this
identification of different varieties we used a dialectomet-
ric analysis (Scherrer and Sto¨ckle, 2016). This analysis is
based on lexical, phonological, morphological data of the
German speaking areas of Switzerland (Hotzenko¨cherle et
al., 1962 1997). As we worked with word-lists and not sen-
tences, we discounted syntactical influences on area bound-
aries that are also described in that analysis.
We represent six differentiated linguistic varieties. We con-
sidered working with ten linguistic varieties because this
number of areas was the ’best-cut’-analysis in the dialecto-
metric analysis (Scherrer and Sto¨ckle, 2016, p.105). Yet,
due to time restraints and considerable overlap between
some of the linguistic varieties, we reduced this number to
six. We also made some adjustements to the chosen va-
rieties in order to correspond better to the perception of
speakers and in favor of more densely populated areas.
One way to represent the six individualized linguistic vari-
eties would have been to annotate the dialectal centers, i.e.
those places that have the average values of dialectal prop-
erties within the area where the variety is spoken. How-
ever, we chose to represent the linguistic varieties by the
most convenient urban places. Those were the dialects of
the Cities Zurich, St. Gallen, Basel, Bern, and Visp, and
Stans.
1https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-sa/4.0/
standard S/W Zurich St. Gallen Basel Bern Visp Stans
liebe (’love’) S l i @ b @ l i @ b E l I @ b I l i @ b i l I{ b I l IE b I
W liebi liebe liebe liebe liebu liebe
frage (’question’) S f r 2: g @ f R O: g f R O: g f r a: g f r a: k f r A: k
W frag froog froog fraag freegu fraag
lecker (’tasty’) S f aI n f aI n l E kh @ R f eI n f {I n f {I n
W fein fein lecker fein lecker fein
rasch (’swiftly’) S r a S R a S R a S r a S k S v I n t t I f I k
W schna¨ll rasch rasch rasch gschna¨ll tifig
ging (’went’) S b i n k a N @ b i n k a N @ b I k a N @ b @ k a N @ I S k a N U I S k A N @
W bi gange bin gange bi gange bi gange bi gangu isch gange
Table 1: Dictionary entry of five standard German words mapped with their spoken (=S) Swiss German representation (in
SAMPA) toghether with a Swiss German spontaneous writing (=W) in the six dialects of Zurich, St. Gallen, Basel, Bern,
Visp, and Stans
english gloss correct version wrong version error
plant pflanze[1] pflanzle[0] at least one additional letter
Peter peter[1] pter[0] at least one missing letter
groom rosskna¨cht[1] rossknacht[0] at least one changed letter
pension fund pensionskasse[1] penssionskase[0] at least two ’minor’ mistakes
Table 2: Examples of evaluated GSWs. The ’correct version’ is only one of many possible versions of GSWs, tagged ’1’
in our evaluation. The ’wrong version’ was tagged ’0’ in our evaluation. The column ’error’ shows the criteria we used for
evaluating the GSWs as ’0’.
4.2. Manual annotation
4.2.1. SAMPAs
For each standard German word in our dictionary we man-
ually annotated its phonetic representation in the six chosen
dialects. The information about the pronunciation of Swiss
German words is partially available also from other sources
but not fully accessible (Hotzenko¨cherle et al., 1962 1997)
(Staub et al., 1881 ).
To help us with pronunciation our annotators first used their
knowledge as native speakers (for Zurich and Visp). Sec-
ondly, they consulted dialect specific grammars (Fleischer
and Schmid, 2006) (Marti, 1985) (Suter, 1992) (Bohnen-
berger, 1913) (Hug and Weibel, 2003) as well as dialect
specific lexica (Osterwalder-Bra¨ndle, 2017) (Gasser et al.,
2010) (Niederberger, 2007). They also considered ex-
isting Swiss German dictionaries (Staub et al., 1881 )
(Hotzenko¨cherle et al., 1962 1997), listened to recordings
(Samardzˇic´ et al., 2016) and conferred with friends and ac-
quaintances originating from the respective locations.
4.2.2. GSWs
9000 GSWs for Visp German and 2 x 9000 GSWs for
Zurich German were annotated by native speakers of the
respective dialect. Our annotators created the GSWs while
looking at standard German words and without looking at
the corresponding SAMPAs for Visp and Zurich. Through
this independence from SAMPAs we are able to avoid bi-
ases concerning the phonetics as well as the meaning of the
word in generating GSWs.
At a later stage of our work, we added each 600 GSWs
for the four dialects of St. Gallen, Basel, Bern, and Stans
in order to improve our phoneme-to-grapheme(p2g) model
(see next section). For the manual annotation of these di-
alects we had no native speakers. Therefore, when writ-
ing the GSWs, our annotators relied on the corresponding
SAMPAs of these dialects, which they had made an effort
to create before.
4.3. Automatic annotation
In order to account for the mentioned variety of everyday
Swiss German writing, we aimed for more than one GSW
per SAMPA. The heterogeneous writing style makes the
SAMPA→GSW a one to many relation instead of the reg-
ular one to one that speakers of standard languages are ac-
customed to. To save time in generating the many GSWs,
we opted for an automatic process.
We first tried to automatize the generation of GSWs with a
rule-based program. Via SAMPAs together with phoneme-
to-grapheme mappings we tried to obtain all possible
GSWs. Yet, this yielded mostly impossible writings and
also not all the writings we had already done manually. We
then set up a phoneme-to-grapheme(p2g) model to generate
the most likely spellings.
4.3.1. Transformer-based Phoneme to Grapheme
(p2g)
The process of generating written forms from a given
SAMPA can be viewed as a sequence-to-sequence problem,
where the input is a sequence of phonemes and the output
is a sequence of graphemes.
We decided to use a Transformer-based model for the
phoneme-to-grapheme (p2g) task. The reason for this is
twofold. First, the Transformer has shown great success
in seq2seq tasks and it has outperformed LSTM and CNN-
based models. Second, it is computationally more efficient
than LSTM and CNN networks.
The Transformer consists of an encoder and a decoder part.
The encoder generates a contextual representation for each
input SAMPA that is then fed into the decoder together with
the previously decoded grapheme. They both have N iden-
tical layers. In the encoder, each layer has a multi-head self-
attention layer and a position-wise fully-connected feed-
forward layer. While in the decoder, in addition to these
two layers, we also have an additional multi-headed atten-
tion layer that uses the output of the encoder (Vaswani et
al., 2017).
We are using a Pytorch implementation2 of the Trans-
former. As a result of the small size of the dataset, we
are using a smaller model with only 2 layers and 2 heads.
The dimension of the key (d k) and value (d v) is 32,
the dimension of the model (d model) and the word vec-
tors (d word vec) is 50 and the hidden inner dimension
(d inner hid) is 400. The model is trained for 55 epochs
with a batch size of 64 and a dropout of 0.2. For decod-
ing the output of the model, we are using beam search with
beam size 10. We experimented with different beam sizes,
but we saw that it does not have significant influence on the
result.
The training set is made of 24’000 phonemes-to-graphemes
pairs, which are the result of transcribing 8’000 High Ger-
man words into two Zurich forms and one Visp form. Those
transcriptions were made independently by three native
speakers. Due to the scarcity of data, we decided not to dis-
tinguish between dialects. Hence, a single model receives
a sequence of SAMPA symbols and learns to generate a
matching sequence of characters.
4.3.2. Test set and evaluation
Our team of Swiss German annotators evaluated a test-set
of 1000 words. We aimed to exclude only very far-off forms
(tagged ’0’), such that they are very probably to be seen as
false by Swiss German speakers. The accepted writings
(tagged ’1’) might include some that seem off to the Swiss
German reader.
In order to consistently rate the output, the criteria shown in
table 2 were followed. A GSW was tagged ’0’ if there was
at least one letter added, missing, or changed without com-
prehensible phonetic reason. GSWs were also tagged ’0’ if
there were at least two mistakes that our annotators saw as
minor. ’Minor mistakes’ are substitutions of related sounds
or spellings, added or omitted geminates, and changes in
vowel length.
For each of the 1000 words in the test-set, five GSW-
predictions in all six dialects were given to our annotators.
For Visp and Zurich they tagged each 1000x5 GSW predic-
tions with 1 or 0. For St. Gallen, Basel, Bern, and Stans,
they evaluated 200x5.
In Table 3 we show the result from this evaluation. We
count the number of correct GSWs (labeled as ’1’) among
the top 5 candidates generated by the p2g model, where the
first candidate is the most relevant, then the second one and
so on.
2https://github.com/jadore801120/
attention-is-all-you-need-pytorch
The evaluation was done at a stage where our model was
trained only on GSW for Zurich and Visp (see sec. 4.2.2.).
The amount of correct predictions are lower for the dialects
of St. Gallen, Basel, Bern, and Stans, mainly because there
were some special SAMPA characters we used for those
dialects and the model did not have the correlating latin
character strings. After the evaluation, we added each 600
GSWs for the four dialects of St. Gallen, Basel, Bern, and
Stans to improve the model.
4.3.3. Grapheme to Phoneme (g2p) and its benefits
for ASR
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are the main
use cases for our dictionary. ASR systems convert spoken
language into text. Today, they are widely used in dif-
ferent domains from customer and help centers to voice-
controlled assistants and devices. The main resources
needed for an ASR system are audio, transcriptions and
a phonetic dictionary. The quality of the ASR system is
highly dependant of the quality of the dictionary. With our
resource we provide such a phonetic dictionary.
To increase the benefits of our data for ASR systems, we
also trained a grapheme-to-phoneme (g2p) model: Out-
of-vocabulary words can be a problem for ASR system.
For those out-of-vocabulary words we need a model that
can generate pronunciations from a written form, in real
time. This is why we train a grapheme-to-phoneme (g2p)
model that generates a sequence of phonemes for a given
word. We train the g2p model using our dictionary and
compare its performance with a widely used joint-sequence
g2p model, Sequitur (Bisani and Ney, 2008). For the g2p
model we are using the same architecture as for the p2g
model. The only difference is input and output vocabu-
lary. The Sequitur and our model are using the dictionary
with the same train (19’898 samples), test (2’412 samples)
and validation (2’212 samples) split. Additionally, we also
test their performance only on the items from the Zurich
and Visp dialect, because most of the samples are from this
two dialects. In Table 4 we show the result of the com-
parison of the two models. We compute the edit distance
between the predicted and the true pronunciation and re-
port the number of exact matches. In the first columns we
have the result using the whole test set with all the dialects,
and in the 2nd and 3rd columns we show the number of ex-
act matches only on the samples from the test set that are
from the Zurich and Visp dialect. For here we can clearly
see that our model performs better than the Sequitur model.
The reason why we have less matches in the Visp dialect
compared to Zurich is because most of the our data is from
the Zurich dialect.
5. Discussion
One of our objectives was to map phonetic words with their
writings. There are some mismatches between SAMPA and
GSWs in our dictionary, especially when the GSWs were
done manually and independently from the SAMPA. Those
mismatches occur where there is no straightforward corre-
spondence of a standard German and Swiss German word.
Two kinds of such a missing correspondence can be dis-
tinguished. First, there are ambiguous standard German
Visp Zurich Basel St. Gallen Bern Stans
1st 94.6 87.3 40.5 54.5 89.5 58.5
2nd 74.2 57.3 22.5 35 64.5 42
3rd 61.4 43.4 22 31.5 42 29
4th 55.8 36.8 13 25.5 36 34
5th 48.4 30.2 16.5 25 29.5 25
Total 66.88 51 22.9 34.3 52.3 37.7
Table 3: Percentages of correct GSWs among the top 5 candidates. For Zurich and Visp the total number of evaluated
words was 5000, 1000 from each candidate. For St. Gallen, Basel, Bern, and Stans the total number of evaluated words
was 1000, 200 from each candidate.
all (2412) Zurich (1294) Visp (825)
Transformer 978 647 272
Sequitur 795 500 255
Table 4: Number of exact matches, Sequitur vs Transformer
words. And that is necessarily so, as our dictionary is based
on a list of standard German words without sentential or
any other context. An example for a (morphologically) am-
biguous word is standard German liebe. As we did not dif-
ferentiate upper- and lower-case, it can both mean (a) ’I
love’ or (b) ’the love’. As evident from table 1, liebe (a)
and liebi (b) were mixed in our dictionary. The same is the
case for standard German frage which means either (a) ’I
ask’ or (b) ’the question’. Swiss German fro¨ge, froge, fregu
(a) and or (b) fraag, froog were mixed. (For both examples,
see table 1.)
The second case of missing straightforward correspondence
is distance between standard German and Swiss German.
For one, lexical preferences in Swiss German differ from
those in standard German. To express that food is ’tasty’
in standard German, the word lecker is used. This is also
possible in Swiss German, yet the word fein is much more
common. Another example is that the standard German
word rasch (’swiftly’) is uncommon in Swiss German –
synonyms of the word are preferred. Both of this shows in
the variety of options our annotators chose for those words
(see table 1). Also, the same standard German word may
have several dialectal versions in Swiss German. For exam-
ple there is a short and long version for the standard German
word grossvater, namely grospi and grossvatter.
A second aim was to represent the way Swiss German
speaking people write spontaneously. However, as our an-
notators wrote the spontaneous GSWs mostly while look-
ing at standard German words, our GSWs might be biased
towards standard German orthography. Yet, there is poten-
tially also a standard German influence in the way Swiss
German is actually written.
We partly revised our dictionary in order to adapt to every-
day writing: We introduced explicit boundary marking into
our SAMPAs. We inserted an in the SAMPA where there
would usually be a space in writing. An example where
people would conventionally add a space are correspond-
ing forms to standard German preterite forms, for example
’ging’. The Swiss German corresponding past participles –
here isch gange – would (most often) be written separately.
So entries like b i n k a N @ in table 1 were changed to b i
n k a N @.
6. Conclusion
In this work we introduced the first Swiss German dictio-
nary. Through its dual nature - both spontaneous written
forms in multiple dialects and accompanying phonetic rep-
resentations - we believe it will become a valuable resource
for multiple tasks, including automated speech recognition
(ASR). This resource was created using a combination of
manual and automated work, in a collaboration between
linguists and data scientists that leverages the best of two
worlds - domain knowledge and data-driven focus on likely
character combinations.
Through the combination of complementary skills we over-
came the difficulty posed by the important variations in
written Swiss German and generated a resource that adds
value to downstream tasks. We show that the SAMPA to
written Swiss German is useful in speech recognition and
can replace the previous state of the art. Moreover the writ-
ten form to SAMPA is promising and has applications in
areas like text-to-speech.
We make the dictionary freely available for researchers to
expand and use.
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